(19a) QUESTION: Dear Kryon: You say that we are biological, with a divine
complement while we're here, and that other worlds do not have this combination.
Then, I guess my question to you is what are we really? If there are worlds where
only biology exists, and there's such a thing as divinity, but the two do not always go
hand in hand in the way they do here, why is that, and what are we when we're not
here?
Where is our home? You say that we'll be known by our colors as ones who
participated in this experience, but where will that be? And by whom will we be
recognized? I've read in the Pearl of Great Price that God told Moses, "For behold, this
is my work and my glory, to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man." I
wonder if this means that our work here is to bring to pass the realization that we are
eternal and immortal and that we are God. And I wonder why there are worlds where
there is no divinity present, only biology, and if this means that somewhere, life forms
are more primitive than Humans? Why would there ever be a world where Humans
would not live intuitively and be a part of their Creator? I ask a lot of questions, I
know, and have done for many years!
(19b) QUESTION: I'm still not clear on your explanation that Humans are a part of God
but that there are other things/beings in the Universe that are not. I feel that God
creates everything; therefore, everything is a part of God.
ANSWER: First, review the reason why we're here and what it means for the Universe [Kryon
Q&A reference 1] [Kryon Q&A reference 2] for this has been answered many times and will not
be repeated here.
• Kryon Q&A reference 1: QUESTION: Dear Kryon, there is one question, which no one
has been able to answer for me. It is a question that has perplexed and troubled me
for a very long time. It would be most appreciated if you could give me an answer that
I could understand.
Why is it that we are here at all? I don't understand the purpose of the Human
challenge? Why is it necessary? Why wear the veil of forgetfulness while in Human
form? Why is any of this happening at all?
ANSWER: Dear one, this question has been asked many times, and answered many times over
the past years. You ask for the meaning of life! However, it's one of the most asked, and one of
the most honored. We will never tire of giving you this answer!
Think a moment. If indeed you are eternal, and pieces of God, and came here willingly, then
there is something hiding is there not? After all, why would you? Why the free choice? Why the
suffering of humanity and all the strife. All this must add up to something remarkable, and
hidden, in a spiritual overview.
Let me ask you this: Is there anything you can imagine that God/Spirit cannot accomplish?
Initially you might say, "No." God can do anything. The answer is actually this: God is biased!
God is biased in love. Therefore when there is a situation in the Universe that needs to be
decided without this bias…within an unbiased and neutral playing field out of God-consciousness,
there is a method. In this case, it's called Earth.
Have you ever heard the expression, "The Only Planet of Free Choice"? Did you wonder what it
meant? Does it mean all other planets with life can't choose? Of course not. It means that this is
the only one (at the moment) who can choose their vibratory level. They are the only ones with

the power and the ability to (1) Recognize their own spiritual source, and (2) Use it to change
the reality of Earth. At the moment, Earth is the only planet populated with divine creatures.
We have given you much information about this in the past. Go find it. It explains why ET's
come and go, but don't do much else (like land and show themselves, for example). It explains
why ET's wish to mate with you (they can biologically, but not spiritually). They are trying to
"clone" your Higher-Self! (They can't) They sense your incredible power, and you can't! (Cosmic
humor surrounding your duality). It explains why you only have one sun (most life-planets have
binary sun systems). The odds are far greater for life to develop when there are two suns, and
more planet potentials within the "life zone." You have only one, and it makes you far less
obvious and locatable to any other life.
Call it a test, if you wish, but it isn't a test about you. It is a test only of energy and vibration.
Therefore if you must name it, say you are in an "experience" not a test. That's more accurate.
You are the voluntary testers, experiencing earth, but it hides completely from you as you come
and go, and come and go. This is also the core meaning of "created equal." It means that all of
you are divine creatures, whose spiritual abilities are the same. It's what you do with them that
changes your reality and that of the planet.
Here is something else to consider: Why, after a lifetime of trial, suffering, and sorrow, would a
Human Being ever come back? Yet you do! Can you explain that? I can. When you are not here,
you see the bigger picture. When you are not here you can hardly wait to return to do more… to
continue the experience and help with this test of energy.
Answer me this: Why did you come back this lifetime? With Armageddon looming and most
earth prophesy telling you that it was going to be the "end," why did you pick this particular
time to come back? You think it was an accident (or worse… some kind of punishment)? NO!
Some of you actually waited to select this exact time. Why? Do you think you selected this time
to come back and die horribly? The answer is no. Instead, you could hardly wait to come back
and change it all! On the other side, you understand that there is no set future. The things that
are "written" by your best prophets are only potentials of what might happen based on the
energy of the moment.
Therefore you must understand that there is a "grand secret" … known to all, yet hiding at the
conscious level. It's about a new Universe, and the starting energy of it. It's about Earth
providing an unbiased answer to a grand universal question. Where will the energy settle? When
the final measurement is taken, what will be the result?
Now it gets good: The final measurement was to be now. All your prophets told you so. All
called your time the "end times." However you changed things, and moved off the old
prophesies track. Now you have created something that was unexpected, out of the groove of
any prophesy ever given. Prove it to yourself! Go find prophesy that describes your current
situation. You can't. Did the prophesies of the ages happen? No they didn't. This is why the grid
was changed, and why you now sit in a place that has the test extended.
What happens on earth will eventually affect life in a whole new universe. What you are doing
right now is known to all on the other side of what you call the "veil." This has been the reason
for all the teaching, and why so many right now have the same message… an uplifting one that
challenges you to keep going and find solutions to the formerly unsolvable… and to actually
discover your divinity.
This is also why we speak of your "big bang." It wasn't. It was a universal dimensional shift,
everything created seemingly out of nothing, all at once. But there is a rich and vast spiritual

history about how it happened, and what the starting energy was. You were here for that too,
but then… that's another story.
The "bias" of God is love. As you draw into a higher vibration, this very biased cheering section
is becoming audible to your very cells.
This is why we love you so.
• Kryon Q&A reference 2: QUESTION: Dear Kryon: I have read that if we manage to
vibrate at a higher level, this will affect millions of beings throughout the cosmos, the
same for our counterparts on Earth and Mother Earth herself. Is this due to the fact of
us being a part of God or Spirit? We are also part of everyone else in the cosmos and
the earth itself... I understand that our energy is connected, but are we all part of one
another?
ANSWER: It isn't about you being part of the family (Spirit). It's about free unbiased choice of
those who don't know they are a part of God. Yes, you are all interconnected, and there are
more involved than all the grains of sand on the planet. These grains form a "beach" that is
one... a beach that is seen as one beach. You are a jar of sand on that infinite beach which has
elected to go through a profound test of energy, one where there is no judgment about what
you do, but rather only honor that you showed up to participate. It's difficult!
Where will the unbiased balance of dark and light go to when angels, who don't know they are
angels, are placed into a neutral playing field where there is unlimited choice of energy? Where
will the balance go? Perhaps you might now get a small interdimensional glimpse of why we
honor you so much? Of why we are waiting for a day to sing your name to all? You have
changed the earth, and in line with all that is at stake, you are changing the Universe for all of
us. It's difficult to explain something that must remain hidden, but at the core, you know exactly
what this is all about.
ANSWER: (19a & 19b continued from above) You're living intuitively, and you are part of
your Creator. When you finally drop the idea that God is somewhere else in the sky, but instead
understand that you are here as a viable piece of God doing your own bidding, then you don't
have to struggle with the "whys" that you have.
Indeed, you have no problem on earth with the fact that there is biology without spiritual
purpose. You're a biological being with divinity in your DNA. You're supported by other biology
that supports you and simply exists as a balance of Gaia. Are you stressed that bees and
rodents don't have your same attributes? They're here as part of the "system of the planet," and
they're "of God." They are life, and they're important in the system. But they're not divine
pieces of God that reincarnate for the purpose of helping the Universe. They're simply a support
system for you.
The Universe itself is no different. There are planets with intelligent beings who exist as a
balance within the system of the Universe, but who are not part of a divine experience like you
are. They have no divine blueprint and they do not reincarnate. But they are life, and they are
respected... but they are not like you are. Earth is the only planet that has beings like you. You
represent the only place that has choice over your own vibration as a planet, and can change
your own time frame if you wish. You're the only beings who can achieve spiritual mastery if you
choose. You're the only beings who have the ability to think thoughts that can change matter, or
eliminate disease within your cells through your own internal DNA processes. You represent the
only planet of free choice, yet the choices you make are going to affect other planets! You're the
only one with a humanity that's born believing in the afterlife, and whose very genes carry the
code that searches for God. Consider that all the planets together represent a vehicle, but you're

the steering wheel. Would you complain that all the others weren't also the steering wheel? No.
Every part has its purpose within the scope of the system.
The others are so far from you that most will never know about you. You're hidden well, since
you only have one sun (most have dual suns, since this promotes the development of life early
in a system). Your alternate sun was lost a long time ago. The ones who are able to visit you do
so at great risk, since they know your very thoughts, and fear can fry them! The joke is that
you're afraid of them and don't know your own power. They take some of you away and try to
find out "why you tick," but after more than 100 years, they're giving up. You're so different
interdimensionally, yet they can't see that part. But they're impressed with your power... the
very power we continually tell you about, but which you deny even within the scope of your
questions.
God told Moses, "For behold, this is my work and my glory, to bring to pass the immortality and
eternal life of man." Who is God? It's you. Therefore, your task is to discover mastery within
yourself to the degree that you meld with your divinity. That's why we call it ascension.
Where is home? It's not what you think. You think this is work and that someday you get a
reprieve? You don't understand. You stand in line to come here! When you're not here, you're
not in a "place" at all, but in a "condition." This is interdimensional and difficult to explain to
anyone who's reading this. Where does love go when it's not being used? To the "love closet"?
There's no mansion in the sky, or 72 virgins, or a "place" of peace. You are peace! You are love!
You're a piece of God who walks in lesson on the planet Earth, who desired to be here and who's
working on the greatest challenges of the Universe.
The colors are "experience badges" that you carry. Within an interdimensional state, all entities
can see everything you are, where you've been, the Universes you've started, the group you
represent... it's all like a book and instantly "seeable." This is what we mean by the fact that all
will know you by your colors. And when you're not working on the planet Earth, you're busy
guiding those who are. This isn't the first time you've done this, for this is a specialized group
who does this over and over for Universes in the past and ones yet to be created (linear
reference).
Be still and know that you are God. Then all these questions will shrink away, and new ones will
occur to you:
(1) What can I do to discover my divinity inside?
(2) How can I create peace on Earth using my divine attributes?
(3) How can I live longer so that I can remain in my current state and do more for the planet at
this critical time?
(4) What should I know that will enhance my divinity and spread light to the dark places that
need it so much?
(5) How can I have peace in my intellectual mind over the fact that I am linear, but can receive
nonlinear answers to my questions?
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